Chapter 2

HEV Modeling

2.1 Introduction
The objective of the energy management control is to minimize the vehicle fuel
consumption, while maintaining the battery state of charge around a desired value.
To this end, modeling for energy management may have two scopes: creating plant
simulators to which an energy management strategy is applied for testing and development, or creating embedded models that are used to set up analytically and/or solve
numerically the energy management problem. Plant models tend to be more accurate
and computationally heavy than embedded control models. The main objective in
both cases is to reproduce the energy flows within the powertrain and the vehicle,
in order to obtain an accurate estimation of fuel consumption and battery state of
charge, based on the control inputs and the road load. In some applications, other
quantities may be of interest, such as thermal flows (temperature variation in engine,
batteries, after-treatment, etc.), battery aging, pollutant emissions, etc.
This chapter provides a concise overview of the modeling issues linked to the
development and simulation of energy management strategies. The reader is referred
to more specialized works for further details (e.g., [1]). Efficiency considerations are
at the basis of the models described, which are suited for preliminary analysis and
high-level energy management development.

2.2 Modeling for Energy Analysis
Because of the losses in the powertrain, the net amount of energy produced at the
wheels is smaller than the amount of energy introduced into the vehicle from external
sources (e.g., fuel). Conversion losses take place when power is transformed into
a different form (e.g., chemical into mechanical, mechanical into electrical, etc.).
Similarly, when power flows through a connection device, friction losses and other
inefficiencies reduce the amount of power at the device output. Energy losses in
powertrain components are usually modeled using efficiency maps, i.e., tables that
contain efficiency data as a function of the operating conditions (for example, the
output torque and the rotational speed of the engine). Maps are built experimentally
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as a set of stationary points, i.e., letting the component reach a steady-state operating
condition and measuring power input and output (and/or power dissipation) in that
condition. Because of this procedure, efficiency maps may not be accurate during
transients. Despite this, the approach is widely used because it allows to generate
simple models capable of being evaluated quickly when implemented in computer
code, and validation results [2] show that the accuracy of such models can be very
good for estimating fuel consumption and energy balance, as most of the energy
content is associated with the slower system dynamics [3].
The vehicle fuel consumption for a prescribed driving cycle can be estimated using
a backward or a forward modeling approach. The backward, quasi-static approach
is based on the assumption that the prescribed driving cycle is followed exactly by
the vehicle. The driving cycle is subdivided in small time intervals, during which an
average operating point approach is applied, assuming that speed, torque, and acceleration remain constant: this is equivalent to neglecting internal powertrain dynamics
and taking average values of all variables during the selected sampling time, which
is therefore longer than typical powertrain transients (e.g., engine dynamics, gear
shifting), and of the same order of magnitude of vehicle longitudinal dynamics and
driving cycle variations. Each powertrain component is modeled using an efficiency
map, a power loss map, or a fuel consumption map: these give a relation between
the losses in the component and the present operating conditions (averaged during
the desired time interval).
The forward, dynamic approach is based on a first-principles description of each
powertrain component, with dynamic equations describing the evolution of its state.
The degree of modeling detail depends on the timescale and the nature of the phenomena that the model should predict. In the simplest case, the same level of detail
as the quasi-static approach can be applied, but the evolution of vehicle speed is
computed as the result of the dynamic simulation and not prescribed a priori.

2.3 Vehicle-Level Energy Analysis
By vehicle-level energy analysis, we refer to the case in which the vehicle is considered as a point mass and its interaction with the external environment is studied, in
order to compute the amount of power and energy needed to move it with specified
speed. This high-level approach is useful to develop an understanding of the vehicle
longitudinal dynamics and of the energy characteristics of hybrid vehicles.

2.3.1 Equations of Motion
If a vehicle is considered as a mass point, its motion equation can be written from
the equilibrium of forces shown in Fig. 2.1:
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Fig. 2.1 Forces acting on a vehicle

Mveh

dvveh
= Finertia = Ftrac − Froll − Faero − Fgrade ,
dt

(2.1)

where Mveh is the effective vehicle mass, vveh is the longitudinal vehicle velocity,
Finertia is the inertial force, Ftrac = Fpwt − Fbrake is the tractive force generated by the
powertrain and the brakes at the wheels,1 Froll is the rolling resistance (friction due
to tire deformation and losses), Faero the aerodynamic resistance, Fgrade the force due
to road slope.
The aerodynamic resistance is expressed as
Faero =

1
2
ρair Af Cd vveh
,
2

(2.2)

where ρair is the air density (1.25 kg/m3 in normal conditions), Af the vehicle frontal
area, Cd the aerodynamic drag coefficient.
The rolling resistance force is usually modeled as [1]
Froll = croll (vveh , ptire , . . .)Mveh g cos δ,

(2.3)

where g is the gravity acceleration, δ the road slope angle (so that Mveh g cos δ is the
vertical component of the vehicle weight), and croll is a rolling resistance coefficient
which is, in principle, a function of vehicle speed, tire pressure ptire , external temperature, etc. In most cases, croll is assumed to be constant, or to be an affine function
of the vehicle speed:
(2.4)
croll = cr0 + cr1 vveh .

1 This

is the sum of the forces acting on the individual wheels. For each wheel, it represents the net
torque acting on the wheel divided by the effective tire radius. Note that the tire radius is assumed
here to be equal to the nominal tire radius, but it can be very different from this value during dynamic
transient maneuvers, which are not considered in this book. See a vehicle dynamics textbook for
more details on the modeling of ground/tire forces (see, e.g., [4]).
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Table 2.1 Typical values of vehicle-dependent parameters for longitudinal vehicle dynamics models
Parameter
Compact car
Full-size car
SUV
Mveh
Cd
Af
croll

1200–1500 kg
0.3–0.35
1.3–1.7 m2
0.01–0.03

1700–2000 kg
0.28–0.33
1.8–2.2 m2
0.01–0.03

1900–2200 kg
0.32–0.38
2–2.5 m2
0.01–0.03

The order of magnitude of croll is 0.01–0.03 (for a light vehicle on normal road
surface), which means that the rolling resistance is 1–3 % of the vehicle weight
(depending on vehicle, soil, tires and tire pressure, temperature, etc.).
The grade force is the horizontal component of the vehicle weight, which opposes
(or facilitates) vehicle motion only if the vehicle is moving uphill (or downhill):
Fgrade = Mveh g sin δ.

(2.5)

These basic equations represent the starting point for vehicle modeling, and can
be sufficiently accurate if the parameters are correctly identified. Typical values of
the vehicle-level parameters are listed in Table 2.1.

2.3.2 Forward and Backward Modeling Approaches
Equation (2.1) can be rearranged to calculate the tractive force that the powertrain
needs to produce, given the acceleration (inertial force Finertia ):
Ftrac = Fpwt − Fbrake = Finertia + Fgrade + Froll + Faero .

(2.6)

The different form of (2.1) and (2.6) corresponds to the forward and backward
modeling approaches: in (2.1), the vehicle acceleration dvdtveh is computed as a consequence of the tractive force generated by the powertrain (and obviously the external
resistance terms), and the speed is then obtained by integration of the acceleration;
this is the forward approach, which reproduces the physical causality of the system.
On the other hand, in the backward approach modeled by (2.6), force follows velocity and the tractive force is calculated starting from the inertia force: in this case,
it is assumed that the vehicle is following a prescribed velocity (and acceleration)
profile, and Ftrac represents the corresponding force that the powertrain must supply.
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Fig. 2.2 Information flow in a forward simulator

The forward approach is the option typically chosen in most simulators; it is characterized by the information flow as shown in Fig. 2.2. For example, in the case of a
hybrid vehicle forward simulator, the desired speed (from the cycle inputs) is compared to the actual vehicle speed, and braking or throttle commands are generated
using a driver model (e.g., a PID speed controller) in order to follow the imposed vehicle profile. This driver command is an input to the supervisor block that is responsible
of issuing the actuators setpoints (engine, electric machines, and braking torques)
to the rest of the powertrain components, which ultimately produce a tractive force.
Finally, the force is applied to the vehicle dynamics model, where the acceleration
is determined with (2.1), taking into account the road load information [5].
In a backward simulator, instead (see Fig. 2.3), no driver model is necessary,
since the desired speed is a direct input to the simulator, while the engine torque
and fuel consumption are outputs. The simulator determines the net tractive force to
be applied based on the velocity, payload, and grade profiles, along with the vehicle characteristics. Based on this information, the torque that the powertrain should
apply is calculated, and then the torque/speed characteristics of the various powertrain components are taken into account in order to determine the engine operating
conditions and, finally, the fuel consumption.
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Fig. 2.3 Information flow in a backward simulator
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Both the forward and backward simulation approaches have their relative strengths
and weaknesses. Fuel economy simulations are typically conducted over predetermined driving cycles, and therefore using a backward simulator ensures that each
different simulation exactly follows this profile, which guarantees consistency of
simulation results. By contrast, a forward simulator may not exactly follow the trace,
as it introduces a small error between the actual and the desired signal. Proper tuning
of the driver block can reduce the differences, whereas the backward version keeps
the error at zero without any effort. On the other hand, a backward simulation assumes
that the vehicle and powertrain are capable of following the speed trace, and does not
account for limitations of the powertrain actuators in computing the vehicle speed,
which is predetermined. This poses the problem of evaluating demanding cycles
which may require more power than the powertrain can provide. A forward simulation does not have this issue, because the speed is computed from the torque/force
output, which can be saturated according to the powertrain limitations. For this reason, forward simulation can also be used for acceleration tests and in general for
testing the behavior of the system at saturation. In addition, forward simulators are
implemented according to physical causality and, if their level of detail is appropriate, can be used for development of online control strategies, while a backward
simulator is suited for preliminary screening of energy management strategies. It is
possible to combine the advantages of both modeling approaches, i.e., the accurate
reproduction of a cycle by a backward simulation and the ability to capture powertrain limitations of a forward simulator. A solution, represented in Fig. 2.4, consists
in using a forward simulator in which the driver model (speed controller) uses a
backward vehicle model to compute the torque setpoints to be applied: in this way,
the resulting speed profile will match exactly the reference cycle, if this does not
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saturate the powertrain capacity, but will be appropriately saturated when needed
since it goes through a forward powertrain model. A feedback term should also be
added, in order to recover speed deviation due to powertrain saturation (or to possible
mismatches between the backward and forward models).

2.3.3 Vehicle Energy Balance
Fuel consumption evaluation is conducted by analyzing the energy flows in the
powertrain and identifying the areas in which saving can be introduced. From (2.6)
the inertial force Finertia is positive when the vehicle is accelerating, and negative
during deceleration; the grade force Fgrade is positive when the vehicle is driven
uphill and negative when it is going downhill; the rolling (Froll ) and aerodynamic
(Faero ) resistances are always positive (for a vehicle moving in forward direction).
The forces Froll and Faero are dissipative, since they always oppose the motion of
the vehicle, while the inertial and grade forces are conservative, being only dependent on the vehicle state (respectively velocity and altitude). Thus, part of the tractive
force generated by the powertrain increases the kinetic and potential energy of the
vehicle (by accelerating it and moving it uphill), and part is dissipated in rolling
and aerodynamic resistances. When the vehicle decelerates or drives downhill, its
potential and kinetic energy must be dissipated: rolling and aerodynamic resistances
contribute to dissipating part of the vehicle energy, but for faster deceleration the
mechanical brakes must be used. Thus, ultimately, all the energy that the powertrain
produces is dissipated in these three forms: rolling resistance, aerodynamic resistance, and mechanical brakes. The net variation of kinetic energy is always zero
between two stops (since initial speed and final speed are both zero), and the variation of potential energy only depends on the difference of altitude between the initial
and ending point of the trip considered.
Multiplying all terms of (2.6) by the vehicle speed (vveh ) the following balance
of power is obtained:
Ptrac = Pinertia + Pgrade + Proll + Paero .

(2.7)

The term Ptrac represents the tractive power at the wheels, either positive or negative. Positive Ptrac is generated by the powertrain to propel the vehicle, while negative
Ptrac (corresponding to deceleration) can be obtained using the powertrain, the brakes
or both. In conventional vehicles, the amount of negative power that the powertrain
can absorb is rather limited: it consists in friction losses in the various components
and pumping losses in the engine. In hybrid electric vehicles, the amount of negative
power is much higher, since the electric traction machines are reversible and can be
used for deceleration as well as acceleration.
The term Pinertia = Mveh v̇veh vveh represents the amount of power needed just to
accelerate the vehicle (without considering the losses); the terms Proll = Froll vveh
and Paero = Faero vveh are the amount of power needed to overcome the rolling and
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aerodynamic resistances respectively; and Pgrade = Fgrade vveh is the power that goes
into overcoming a slope (or, if the slope is negative and the vehicle is going downhill,
it is the power that accelerates the vehicle and, when excessive, must be dissipated
to prevent undesired acceleration).
If the terms that appear in (2.7) are integrated over the duration of a trip (time
interval [t0 tf ]), the following energy balance is obtained:


tf

Etrac =

Ptrac dt = Ekin + Epot + Eroll + Eaero ,

(2.8)

t0

where the individual terms are:
 tf

Pinertia dt = Mveh
Ekin =


t0





Pgrade dt = Mveh g

t0
tf

Eroll =

(2.9a)

vveh (t) sin δ(t)dt;

(2.9b)



croll vveh (t) cos δ(t)dt;

(2.9c)

tf

t0
tf

t0

t0
tf

Proll dt = Mveh g

t0

Eaero =

vveh (t)v̇veh (t)dt;

t0

tf

Epot =

tf

1
Paero dt = ρair Af Cd
2



tf

vveh (t)3 dt.

(2.9d)

t0

Note that the integral of the inertial power Pinertia is the variation of kinetic energy
Ekin , and the integral of the grade power Pgrade is the variation of potential energy
Epot . Each energy term is the product of two terms: one representing vehicle parameters (mass, resistance coefficients), which are independent of the driving cycle,
and the other representing driving cycle information, independent of the vehicle
characteristics and only function of the velocity profile2 vveh (t).
The relative amount of rolling resistance, aerodynamic resistance, and brake
energy defines the characteristics of a driving cycle. In particular, the potential for
energy recovery using regenerative braking is equal to the amount of kinetic and
potential energy that needs to be dissipated, minus the quantity that is dissipated
because of rolling and aerodynamic resistance. Thus, a urban driving cycle with frequent accelerations and decelerations at low speed (where the resistances are lower)
presents more potential for energy recovery than a highway cycle in which the speed
is approximately constant and the losses due to aerodynamic resistance represent the
major component of the power requested by the vehicle.
To better understand this concept, it is useful to look separately at the energy
balance during acceleration (v̇veh ≥ 0) and deceleration (v̇veh < 0), i.e., compute the
integrals above by summing over different sections of the driving cycle. Let us
denote with the superscript + the energy values computed by considering only the
instants in which v̇veh ≥ 0, and with the superscript − those relative to the instants in
2 An exception is the rolling resistance contribution E

roll , because the coefficient croll may, in general,
depend on vehicle speed as well as vehicle and tire characteristics.
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which v̇veh < 0 (i.e., the integrals (2.9a, 2.9b, 2.9c, 2.9d) are split into two domains,
according to the sign of v̇veh ).
The kinetic energy in the two cases is equal, but with opposite sign:
−
+
= −Ekin
Ekin

(2.10)

because the net variation of kinetic energy is zero during the entire cycle, and its
variation is positive each time v̇veh > 0, and negative each time that v̇veh < 0.
The amount of energy that the powertrain must deliver during acceleration is thus:
+
+
+
+
+
= Eroll
+ Eaero
+ Epot
+ Ekin
,
Epwt

(2.11)

that is, the energy provided by the powertrain is spent to: accelerate the vehicle
+
+
); move it at a higher level (Epot
); and overcome
(increase its kinetic energy by Ekin
+
+
dissipative resistances (Eroll and Eaero ). However, in the course of a complete trip
(vehicle starting from standstill and coming to a stop at the end), the net variation
of kinetic energy is zero. Therefore, the same amount of kinetic energy produced
+
) must be removed from the vehicle during deceleration.
during acceleration (Ekin
When the vehicle decelerates, it needs to dissipate the entire amount of kinetic
energy accumulated during acceleration. The dissipative resistances contribute to
this, since they tend to slow down the vehicle. However, the amount of kinetic
energy to dissipate during deceleration may be higher than the sum of rolling and
aerodynamic resistance; in this case, the vehicle must be decelerated using additional
actuators, for example using mechanical brakes or, in a hybrid vehicle, producing
negative torque with electric traction motors, thus recuperating (some of) the energy.
The amount of energy available for regeneration, Eregen,pot , is the total vehicle energy
cumulated during acceleration (kinetic and potential) minus the losses during the
deceleration phase, given by dissipative losses (rolling resistance and aerodynamic
− 3
) :
drag) and by the increase of potential energy (Epot
+
−
+
−
−
+ Epot
− Eroll
− Eaero
− Epot
Eregen,pot = Ekin

(2.12)

The diagram in Fig. 2.5 shows graphically this concept: proceeding from left to
right, losses are subtracted to compute the energy available at each stage.

2.3.4 Driving Cycles
As implied in the previous section, the advantages of hybrid vehicles depend on how
the vehicle is used. In particular, the hybridization advantages consist essentially in
3 In

other words, if the vehicle is decelerating uphill, part of its kinetic energy is lost to overcome
the gravity; downhill, on the other hand, the gravitational force will increase the amount of energy
to be regenerated.
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Fig. 2.5 Vehicle energy balance (bar length represents energy)

recovering potential and kinetic energy that would otherwise be dissipated in the
brakes, and in operating the engine in its highest-efficiency region. If the engine had
a constant efficiency and the vehicle drove at constant speed on a flat road, there
would be no advantage in a hybrid electric configuration.
A driving cycle represents both the way the vehicle is driven during a trip and the
road characteristics. In the simplest case, it is defined as a time history of vehicle speed
(and therefore acceleration) and road grade. Together with the vehicle characteristics,
this completely defines the road load, i.e., the force that the vehicle needs to exchange
with the road during the driving cycle.
As pointed out in Sect. 2.3.3, each term in the energy balance is a function of
both the driving cycle (speed, acceleration, grade) and the vehicle (mass, frontal
area, coefficients of aerodynamic and rolling resistance). For this reason, the fuel
consumption of a vehicle must always be specified in reference to a specific driving
cycle. On the other hand, given a driving cycle, the absolute value of the road load and
also the relative magnitude of its components depend on the vehicle characteristics.
The necessity for a standard method to evaluate emissions and fuel consumption
of all vehicles on the market, and to provide a reliable basis for their comparison,
led to the introduction of a reduced number of regulatory driving cycles: any vehicle
sold must be tested, according to detailed procedures, using one or more of these
standard cycles, which are different for each world region.
Examples of standard cycles are shown in Fig. 2.6, which also include a basic
energy analysis comparison.
These driving cycles are designed to be representative of urban and extra-urban
driving conditions. The Japan 10–15 and European cycle (NEDC) are synthetic,
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Fig. 2.6 Some examples of standard driving cycles. The pie chart shows the relative amount of
+
+ , E + , as well as the amount of kinetic energy that can be recovered
the energy terms Ekin
, Eaero
roll
+
according to (2.12). The pie surface is proportional to the total cycle energy Epwt
defined by (2.11).
Energies are computed with the vehicle data of Table 8.1

while the others reproduce measures of vehicle speed in actual roads. However, with
the exception of US 06, the acceleration levels are well below the capabilities of
any modern car, therefore the fuel consumption results are typically optimistic and
unable to reproduce real-world driving conditions.
The regulatory cycles should be considered a standard comparison tool and not as
representative of actual operating conditions. In fact, it is not possible to predict how
a vehicle will be driven, since each vehicle has a different usage pattern and each
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driver his or her own driving style. In order to obtain more realistic estimations
of real-world fuel consumption for a specific vehicle, vehicle manufacturers may
develop their own testing cycles.

2.4 Powertrain Components
This section contains a description of models of the principal powertrain components
suitable for energy flow modeling, neglecting component dynamics. Detailed behavioral models accurately accounting for dynamic effect are beyond the objectives of
this book and can be found in specialized works.

2.4.1 Internal Combustion Engine
The following modeling approaches can be used for an internal combustion engine,
in order of increasing complexity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Static map;
Static map and lumped-parameter dynamic model;
Mean-value model;
One-dimensional fluid-dynamic model;
Three-dimensional fluid-dynamic model (finite-element).

The latter two approaches are necessary only for detailed studies focused on the
engine subsystem, while the first three methods can be useful in models in which
the engine is seen as part of a more comprehensive system (powertrain or vehicle)
and as such can be employed in energy management simulators (map models) or
powertrain control strategies (map with lumped-parameter dynamics or mean-value
models).
The static map approach assumes the engine to be a perfect actuator, which
responds immediately to the commands; the fuel consumption is computed using a
map (table) as a function of the engine speed and torque, both of which are assumed
to be known. In particular, the torque is typically a control input for the engine, while
the speed is a measured input and derives from the coupling to the rest of the powertrain. A curve that gives the maximum engine torque as a function of the current
speed is also present in this kind of models to ensure that the torque does not exceed
the limits of the engine. Figure 2.7 shows the typical engine map information with
fuel consumption or iso-efficiency contours, the maximum torque curve, and the
optimal operation line (OOL), i.e., the combination of torque and speed that provide
the maximum efficiency for any given power output. The OOL information is often
used in designing heuristic energy management strategies, as a target for the engine
operating points.
The map-based model can be modified to include dynamic limitations in the torque
output, i.e., a delay between the commanded torque and the actual torque generated,
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Fig. 2.7 Example of engine fuel consumption map and efficiency map (with optimal operation
line, OOL, in dashed-line)

by coupling it to a transfer function representing air/fuel dynamics and, possibly, to
an inertia representing the crankshaft dynamics.

2.4.2 Torque Converter
The torque converter is a fluid coupling device that is used to transmit motion from
the engine to the transmission input shaft. It is capable of multiplying the engine
torque (acting as a reduction gear), and, unlike most other mechanical joints, provides
extremely high damping capabilities, since all torque is transmitted through fluiddynamic forces rather than friction or pressure. It is traditionally used in vehicles
with automatic transmissions as a launching device, because it allows for large speed
differences between its two shafts while multiplying the input torque.
A torque converter (Fig. 2.8) is composed by three co-axial elements: a pump
(also called impeller), connected to the engine shaft, a turbine, connected to the
transmission, and a stator in between. The fluid in the torque converter is moved by

Fig. 2.8 Schematic
representation of a torque
converter
engine

pump
transmission
turbine
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the pump because of engine rotation, drags the turbine, and therefore transmits torque
to the transmission. The torque at the turbine is multiplied with respect to the pump
torque (i.e., the engine torque), thanks to the presence of the stator which modifies the
flow characteristics inside the converter. The torque multiplication increases with the
speed difference between the pump and the turbine; at steady state, the two elements
rotate at the same speed and the torque multiplication factor is unitary.
The torque converter model is based on tabulated characteristics of torque ratio
and capacity factor versus speed ratio. The speed ratio is
SR =

ωt
,
ωp

(2.13)

where ωt is the turbine speed and ωp the pump speed. The torque ratio or multiplication ratio is
Tt
(2.14)
MR = ,
Tp
with Tt and Tp the turbine and pump torque respectively. The capacity factor, which
is a measure of how much torque the torque converter can transmit, is defined as
ωp
Ktc =  .
Tp

(2.15)

As an alternative to the capacity factor, the torque at 2000 rpm (MP2000 ) is sometimes used to characterize the torque capacity; it is related to the capacity factor as
follows:
20002
,
(2.16)
MP2000 =
Ktc2
RPM
.
where Ktc must be expressed in units of √
Nm
Examples of characteristic curves of a torque converter are shown in Fig. 2.9. The
map can be replaced by an analytical model, the Kotwicki model [6], based on curve
fitting.

2.4.3 Gear Ratios and Mechanical Gearbox
Gearings are purely mechanical components, with no control, that change the speed
and torque transmitted between two shafts without altering the power flow. In practice, however, losses due to friction occur and reduce the output power with respect
to the input power.
The simplest model for a gearing only accounts for the speed and torque ratios,
without considering the losses due to friction. Indicating with the subscripts b and f
the base and follower shaft (see Fig. 2.10), and with gfb = NNbf the transmission ratio
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(N is the number of teeth of each gear), the lossless gear model is:


ωf = gfb ωb ,
Tf = g1fb Tb .

(2.17)

For energy analysis and in general for more accurate predictions, a lossy gear
model is introduced, which takes into account power losses. Given that the speed
ratio is fixed, being given by kinematic constraints, the speed equation remains the
same as the lossless model, while the power loss means a reduction of the torque at
the output shaft, described using the gear efficiency ηfb :
 ηfb
Tf =

T

gfb b
1
T
ηfb ·gfb b

if Pb = Tb · ωb ≥ 0,
if Pb = Tb · ωb < 0.

(2.18)

with the convention that power flow is positive when going from b to f , i.e., when b
is the input shaft. The power loss is always positive and is calculated as

Ploss =

ωb Tb (1 − ηfb )
ωf Tf (1 − ηfb )

if Pb = Tb · ωb ≥ 0,
if Pb = Tb · ωb < 0.

(2.19)
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Functionally, a gearbox is a gearing whose transmission ratio (and possibly other
characteristics, such as efficiency) can change dynamically. The simplest model for a
gearbox consists in a lossy gear with variable gear ratio; the efficiency can be assumed
constant or variable with gear ratio, speed, and input torque. This model captures the
essential functionality common to manual gearboxes and automatic transmissions,
and can be used for both cases. A complete transmission model with several degrees
of freedom (considering all the gears, coupling and actuators) is more suited for
drivability studies.

2.4.4 Planetary Gear Sets
Planetary gear sets are composed by three rotating elements (sun, carrier, and ring)
which are connected by internal gears (planets); stopping one of the three shafts generates a fixed gear ratio between the remaining two. Planetary gears are commonly
used in traditional automatic transmissions because they allow for compact construction and smooth gear transition. They are often present in hybrid electric vehicles to
realize electrically variable transmissions (EVTs) by connecting the engine and two
electric machines to the three shafts of the gear set.
A schematic representation of a planetary gear set is shown in Fig. 2.11.
The tangential speed of the carrier (at the center of the planets, i.e., at a radius
intermediate between sun and ring) is the average of the sun and ring speeds. Indicating with the subscripts s, r, and c the sun, ring, and carrier shafts, the following
kinematic constraint can be written:
ωc (Nr + Ns ) = (ωr Nr + ωs Ns ) ,

(2.20)

where Nr and Ns are the number of teeth of the ring and sun gear, respectively. The
reason for writing this relation in terms of number of teeth instead of radii is that—in
a given gear set—the number of teeth N of each gear is directly proportional to the
radius of the respective gear.
Introducing the planetary gear ratio ρ = Ns /Nr (the ratio of the number of teeth
of sun to the number of teeth of the ring), the kinematic relation (2.20) is written in

Fig. 2.11 Schematic
representation of planetary
gear set

r
c
c

s

r

s
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Fig. 2.12 Torque balance on
the planets

Ts
Ns

Tc
(Ns + Nr )/2

the more compact form:
(1 + ρ)ωc = ρωs + ωr .

(2.21)

The torque at the carrier at steady state is equally split between the sun and the
ring; for the equilibrium of the planets (Fig. 2.12), the following torque equations
hold:
Tr
Tc
=
,
(2.22a)
(Nr + Ns )
Nr
Tc
Ts
=
,
(Nr + Ns )
Ns

(2.22b)

where, again, the number of teeth are used instead of the radii. Using the planetary
gear ratio ρ = Ns /Nr , the equilibrium equations become:
Tc = (1 + ρ)Tr ,

(2.23a)

Ts = ρTr .

(2.23b)

Equations (2.21) and (2.23a, 2.23b) are the basis for modeling planetary gear sets.
The torque equations (2.23a, 2.23b) are only valid in steady-state conditions and
neglect losses, but can be used with reasonable accuracy in vehicle-level models.

2.4.5 Wheels, Brakes, and Tires
The wheel represents the link between the powertrain and the external environment.
Its model includes the motion of the wheel and the effect of the brakes, calculating the
forces at the interface between tire and road surface. The tractive force is calculated
given the powertrain torque, the brake signal and the vertical load on the wheel. A
quasi-static model is usually sufficient, while dynamic tire models (see, for example,
[4]) are typically used in models for vehicle lateral dynamics (handling models).
The static tire model could be defined a perfect rolling model, in which the torque
applied to the wheel shaft is completely transformed into tractive force considering
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pure rolling motion between the tire and the road, and neglecting tire deformation.
These hypotheses work well for driving in normal conditions (not extreme accelerations) on roads with good adherence (dry asphalt). Low-adherence roads or extreme
maneuvers require more accurate tire models to predict vehicle behavior in terms of
speed dynamics.
The brakes can be modeled as an additional torque that reduces the net torque
acting on the tire. The brake torque is proportional to the brake input signal. Therefore
the net tractive force acting on the wheels is
Ftrac =


1 
· Tpwt − Tbrake
Rwh

(2.24)

where Tpwt is the torque generated by the powertrain at the wheel shaft, Tbrake the
braking torque, and Rwh the wheel radius.
The wheel speed is
vveh
,
(2.25)
ωwh =
Rwh
being vveh the longitudinal vehicle speed.
The value of longitudinal force is bounded by the vertical load acting on the wheel:
− Fz νx,max ≤ Ftrac ≤ Fz νx,max ,

(2.26)

where Fz is the vertical force on the wheel, and νx,max is the peak value of the road/tire
friction coefficient (usually around 0.8–0.9 for dry asphalt). In order to maintain
proper vehicle stability and maximize braking efficiency, the braking action must
be distributed between front and rear axles according to the normal load acting on
each, also accounting for the longitudinal load transfer generated by the deceleration.
From (2.1), the total tractive force during braking is:
Ftrac = Mveh v̇veh + Froll + Faero + Fgrade .

(2.27)

This should be distributed between the front and rear axle (f and r) proportionally
to the vertical load on each, i.e.:
Ftrac,f
Mveh v̇veh hCG
b
−
=
Ftrac
a + b Mveh g(a + b)

(2.28)

Ftrac,r
Mveh v̇veh hCG
a
+
=
Ftrac
a + b Mveh g(a + b)

(2.29)

where a and b are the distances of the center of gravity (CG) from the front and
rear axle respectively, and hCG its height from the ground. The terms that include
the acceleration v̇veh represent the dynamic load transfer, from the rear axle to the
front axle during deceleration (negative v̇veh ), and in the opposite direction during
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acceleration. In most passenger vehicles, the powertrain generates torque only on
one of the two axles. In that case, regenerative braking can only be applied to that
axle, and must be appropriately balanced by conventional braking on the other axle.
From the energy management standpoint, this means that not all the braking torque
can be regenerated, but only the fraction of it that is applied at the traction axle, i.e.,
(2.28) for front-wheel drive or (2.29) for rear-wheel drive vehicles.

2.4.6 Electric Machines
The electric machines can be modeled using an approach similar to the one used for
the engine, i.e., based on maps of torque and efficiency. Desired values of electrical
power or torque can be used as a control input. Rotor inertia is the main dynamic
element that is usually modeled, as the electrical dynamics are very fast in comparison
with the inertial dynamics or the engine dynamics.
The relation between torque at the shaft and electric power is provided by an
efficiency map, which can be expressed as a function of speed and torque, or speed
and electrical power (depending on the implementation).
The efficiency map can also include the power electronics between the main
electric bus and the machine to provide directly the electric power exchanged with
the battery; otherwise, an explicit power electronics efficiency should be included in
the model between the electric machine and the battery.
The efficiency model can be expressed as,

Pmech = ωem · Tem =

ηem (ωem , Pelec ) · Pelec
1
P
ηem (ωem ,Pelec ) elec

if Pelec ≥ 0 (motoring mode),
if Pelec < 0 (generating mode),
(2.30)

or, if electric power is the desired output, as

Pelec =

1
1
η(ωem ,Tem ) Pmech = ηem (ωem ,Tem ) ω · Tem

ηem (ωem , T ) · Pmech = ηem (ωem , Tem ) · ωem · Tem

if Pelec ≥ 0 (motoring mode),
if Pelec < 0 (generating mode).

(2.31)
An example of efficiency map for an electric motor is shown in Fig. 2.13.

2.4.7 Batteries
Electrochemical energy storage systems such as batteries and capacitors are key
components of hybrid electric vehicles. A variety of models have been proposed to
evaluate their interaction with the rest of the powertrain [8].
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Fig. 2.13 Example of
electric motor efficiency map
(elaboration of data in [7])
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Accurately modeling battery dynamics in hybrid electric vehicles is critical and
not trivial, because the main variables that characterize battery operation, i.e. state
of charge, voltage, current and temperature, are dynamically related to each other in
a highly nonlinear fashion. In general, the objective of the battery model in a vehicle
simulator is to predict the change in state of charge given the electrical load.
The state of charge (SOC) is defined as the amount of electrical charge stored in
the battery, relative to the total charge capacity:
SOC(t) =

Q(t)
,
Qnom

(2.32)

where Qnom is the nominal charge capacity, and Q(t) the amount of charge currently
stored. The SOC dynamics are given by:

˙
SOC(t)
=

1 I(t)
− ηcoul
if I(t) > 0
Qnom
I(t)
−ηcoul Qnom if I(t) < 0

(2.33)

where I is the battery current (positive during discharge), ηcoul is the Coulombic
efficiency [1] or charge efficiency, which accounts for charge losses and depends on
current operating conditions (mainly current intensity and temperature).
Calculating the state of charge (or, better, its variation) by integration of (2.33)
appears to be relatively straightforward, if the capacity is assumed to be a constant,
known parameter. In reality, the battery capacity and coulombic efficiency change
according to several parameters, and the numerical integration is reliable only in
simulation in the absence of measurement error and noise, which makes reliable
state of charge estimation a significant portion of the actual battery management
system (BMS) [8].
In order to correlate the battery current and voltage to the power exchanged with
the rest of the powertrain, a circuit model of the battery can be used.
A simple dynamic model is a circuit like the one in Fig. 2.14, which represents a
second-order approximation.
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Fig. 2.14 Battery equivalent circuit-based model (second-order)
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Fig. 2.15 Battery circuit
model (no dynamics)
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The series resistance R0 represents the Ohmic losses due to actual resistance of
the wires and the electrodes and also to the dissipative phenomena that reduce the net
power available at the terminals; the resistances R1 , R2 and the capacitances C1 , C2
are used to model the dynamic response of the battery. The values of the parameters
are estimated using curve fitting of experimental data, and are generally variable with
the operating conditions (temperature, state of charge, current directionality). Other
models of the same kind, with more or fewer R–C branches in series, can be used
depending on the required model accuracy. However, the number of parameters to
be identified increases with the model order. Very often, simpler models without any
R–C branch (Fig. 2.15) can also be used if the voltage dynamics can be neglected,
for example in quasi-static models focusing exclusively on efficiency considerations.
When no detailed data from battery testing is available, circuit models with a single,
constant R0 may be the only option.
The equations of the circuit in Fig. 2.14 are:
VL = Voc − R0 I −

n


Vi ,

(2.34)

i=1

Ci

Vi
dVi
=I− ,
dt
Ri

(2.35)

where VL is the load voltage at the battery terminals, Voc is the open circuit voltage,
i.e., the voltage of the battery when it is not connected to any load (I = 0), R0 the series
resistance, Vi the voltage across the ith R–C branch (characterized by the resistance
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Ri and the capacitance Ci ), n is the order of the dynamic model considered, i.e., the
number of R–C branches. In the example shown, n = 2. The capacitance Ci and the
resistance Ri can change with the direction (charge or discharge) and amplitude of
the current and with other operating conditions, such as temperature and state of
charge; the variation can be taken into account by expressing the parameters as maps
(tables) instead of constants.
If voltage dynamics are neglected and the battery circuit is represented without
R–C branches as in Fig. 2.15, the circuit equation is easily written as a function of
the terminal power Pbatt :
Pbatt = VL · I = Voc I − R0 I 2 ,

(2.36)

thus providing an explicit expression of the current as a function of power:

Voc
I=
−
2R0

Voc
2R0

2

−

Pbatt
.
R0

(2.37)

The circuit representation of Figs. 2.14 and 2.15 and the corresponding equations
are referred to the entire battery pack. This is usually composed by many cells
connected in series (strings), and possibly several strings in parallels. The electrical
parameters of the circuit models are those of the entire pack, which can be computed
from the values of each cell as follows:
Voc = NS Voc,cell ,

(2.38)

Ri =

NS
Ri,cell , i = 0, . . . , n
NP

(2.39)

Ci =

NP
Ci,cell , i = 1, . . . , n
NS

(2.40)

where NS is the number of cells in series in each string, and NP is the number of
strings in parallel.4
The open circuit voltage Voc is a typical characteristic of the battery (or, better, of
its cells) and is primarily a function of the state of charge. An example of variation
of the open circuit voltage Voc with the state of charge for a single Li-Ion cell is
shown in Fig. 2.16. The figure also shows the internal resistance of the same cell. It
is common practice to refer to the value of the current in terms of its C-rate, i.e., as
a fraction of the battery capacity (expressed in Ah): for example, if the capacity is
6.5 Ah, a current of 1 C corresponds to 6.5 A, 10 C–65 A, 0.1 C–0.65 A. Steady-state
characteristics of the battery, such as those of Fig. 2.16, are typically obtained using
a current of 1 C.
4 Equations (2.38)–(2.40)

are simplifications based on the assumption of ideal cells, all identical.
In reality, each cell may have slightly different characteristics, for manufacturing issues and for
normal imbalance during operation.
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Fig. 2.16 Typical
characteristics of open
circuit voltage and internal
resistance for a Li-Ion cell
(Data referred to one blended
cathode composed of
layered-oxide positive
electrodes and spinel oxide
positive electrodes pouch
Li-Ion cell, obtained from
experiments at the Center for
Automotive Research—The
Ohio State University)
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Apparently, integration of the current is sufficient to calculate the state of charge;
however, in real-world applications, this is not stable (for numerical drift) nor accurate
(for modeling approximations); therefore, more complex SOC estimation algorithms
are used, which provide an estimate of the battery state of charge given available
measurements of terminal voltage and current.
An important issue related to battery usage in hybrid electric vehicles is their
aging, due to the aggressive loading cycles to which they are subjected. Battery
aging manifests itself as loss of capacity and increase of internal resistance and can
reduce vehicle performance; recent and ongoing research is devoted to determine a
suitable model that can predict the amount of residual life given the loading cycles
[9–13].
The dependence on aging does not affect battery performance in the short term
and is only apparent over a long period of time, that exceeds any typical powertrain/vehicle simulation horizon; therefore, it is not taken into account as a dynamic
effect in this study.

2.4.8 Engine Accessories and Auxiliary Loads
The engine powers several auxiliaries, such as air conditioning, power steering,
alternator for small electric loads, etc. A simplified modeling approach is often used,
for the lack of detailed data and load cycles for all the components, using the net
power as an input in the form of a load cycle, and computing the torque as the ratio
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of power to speed, including an efficiency computed using a look-up table, curve
fitting, or constant value (depending on the case).
Auxiliary loads are important especially in heavy-duty vehicles with specialized
use, but may be significant also in passenger vehicles. For example, the power demand
of the air-conditioning system in a compact car can be as high as 10 % of the maximum
engine power. Due to the great variety of possible auxiliary loads in a vehicle, an
attempt to first-principle modeling cannot be generalized and must be derived for
the specific application. For this reason, instead of dealing with detailed modeling
of the accessories, the usual approach is to assume a known torque or power profile
generated by the auxiliary loads at the engine shaft (if they are mechanically driven),
or electric power at the bus interface (if they are electrically powered). In many cases,
especially for passenger cars, the auxiliary loads are assumed to be constant for the
entire driving cycle, using an estimate average value, whose order of magnitude is
1–4 kW.
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